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By providing this report to the Indian Health Service (IHS) for the sole purpose of aiding in its 
determination of whether to take corrective or disciplinary action, OSC does not waive any protections or 
privileges that may apply to information disclosed in the report or to the sources of that information.   In 
addition, neither the report nor the information contained therein may be disclosed to any individual not 
deemed essential to the determination of whether to take corrective or disciplinary action, unless OSC 
consents in writing to such disclosure.  Specifically, it is requested that IHS not disseminate any 
information provided by OSC to the subject officials of this investigation or to potential witnesses in any 
future litigation that may arise should this matter not be resolved informally.  Moreover, if IHS receives a 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to which this report is responsive, IHS shall not release the 
report to the requester, but rather promptly advise OSC of the FOIA request and advise the FOIA requester 
that OSC will provide a reply with respect to the report.  Please contact OSC immediately and return this 
report, if IHS objects in any way to these conditions.  Questions regarding this paragraph should be directed 
to OSC’s Office of General Counsel at (202) 254-3600. 
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DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
 
  OSC believes disciplinary action is necessary in this case because it involves a 
knowing violation of law.  For purposes of assessing the appropriate level of discipline, 
we apply the factors outlined in Douglas v. Veterans Administration, 5 M.S.P.R. 280 
(1981).  OSC also looks to Merit Systems Protection Board decisions involving similar 
violations for guidance. There are a number of cases that involve hiring offenses by 
personnel officials.  The cases frequently involve the official providing an unauthorized 
advantage to some applicants or interfering with an applicant’s right to compete for a 
position.  See, e.g., Special Counsel v. Beatrez, 114 M.S.P.R. 57 (2010) overturned in 
part by Beatrez v. Merit Systems Protection Board, 413 Fed. Appx. 298 (Fed. Cir. Mar. 
25, 2011) (finding two human resource officials gave an unauthorized preference to an 
applicant; finding overturned by Federal Circuit as to the less-involved official); Special 
Counsel v. Byrd, 59 M.S.P.R. 561 (1993) (finding manager and human resources 
specialist violated 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(6) by giving an unauthorized advantage to an 
applicant); Special Counsel v. Ross, 34 M.S.P.R. 197 (1987) (finding personnel officers 
interfered with applicants’ right to compete, influenced applicants to withdraw from 
competition and gave an unauthorized advantage to an applicant in violation of 5 U.S.C. 
§§ 2302(b)(4), (5), and (6)); Filiberti v. Merit Systems Protection Board, 804 F.2d 1504 
(9th Cir, 1986) (finding personnel officers influenced a veteran to withdraw from 
competition).   
 

In these cases, the penalties have included substantial suspensions, ranging from 45 
to 60 days, and demotions for one year.  See Beatrez, 114 M.S.P.R. at ¶48 (imposing 45-
day suspension on the more-involved personnel officer; 10-day suspension for the less-
involved officer was overturned by Federal Circuit); Byrd, 59 M.S.P.R. at 583-84 
(imposing 60-day suspension on personnel officer, noting he “had the professional 
responsibility to advise management.”); Ross, 34 M.S.P.R. at 203 (imposing a one- and 
two-grade demotion on personnel officers for one year); and Filiberti, 804 F.2d at 1510-
11 (imposing 60-day suspension on personnel officials involved in the violation).  
 

Although the aforementioned cases provide a guide, they do present somewhat 
more severe factual circumstances than are at issue here.  The cases above all involved 
personnel officials taking active steps to rig the system in favor of a particular applicant.  
Here, OSC does not believe that  actively set out to create an advantage for 

 at  expense.  Rather, she passively, albeit knowingly, failed to do her 
job.  In her failure, she knowingly violated 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(11) by processing 

’s selection instead of intervening to correct the violation. Accordingly, and 
as outlined below, OSC believes that a suspension short of the 45-60 days in the above-
mentioned cases is in order.   
 

Applying the Douglas factors here, OSC believes a suspension of five to 14 days 
would be appropriate.  While we do not believe that  acted with malice or for 
personal gain, the violation does go to the heart of her duties as a human resources 
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